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Impact statement 50 

We certify that this work is novel. After analysing data from a large cohort of 51 

participants with a history of cardiovascular disease or cardiovascular risk factors, 52 

who were recruited in six international randomised controlled trials (RCTs) we found 53 

that accounting for country-level factors reduced large differences between world 54 

regions in estimates of cognitive impairment, while measures of functional 55 

impairment were less variable across world regions. 56 

 57 

Key Points 58 

• Cognitive and functional test scores in randomized controlled clinical trial 59 

cohorts vary widely across world regions.  60 

• The difference in cognitive test performance was large in comparison to 61 

difference in measures of activities of daily living (ADLs). Accounting for 62 

country-level factors reduced the differences between world regions in 63 

estimates of cognitive impairment.  64 

• Cognitive test measures were less variable and could be used to better estimate 65 

dementia incidence in international studies. 66 

 67 

Why this study matters? 68 

We found that cognitive and functional test scores in RCT cohorts varied widely 69 

across world regions. The difference in cognitive test performance was large in 70 

comparison to difference in measures of activities of daily living. The impact of 71 

differences on the performance of cognitive tests, which were developed in high-72 
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income countries, creates challenges for harmonized studies of cognitive decline 73 

prevention in different world regions. Future studies using the same test around the 74 

world could standardise cognitive score by country, and consider using in addition 75 

measures of instrumental and basic activities of daily living, where there is less 76 

variation across world regions. 77 

 78 
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 100 

Abstract 101 

Background: Better understanding of global variation in simple tests of cognition and 102 

function would aid the delivery and interpretation of multi-national studies of the 103 

prevention of dementia and functional decline. 104 

Methods: We aim to describe the variation in simple measures of cognition and 105 

function by world region, study, recruitment centre or individual level factors. In six 106 

RCTs that measured cognition with the mini-mental state examination (MMSE), 107 

Montreal cognitive assessment (MoCA), and instrumental activities of daily living 108 

(IADL) with the Standardised Assessment of Everyday Global Activities (SAGEA), 109 

we estimated average scores by global region with multilevel mixed-effects models. 110 

We estimated the proportion of participants with cognitive or functional impairment 111 

with previously defined thresholds (MMSE≤24 or MoCA≤25, SAGEA≥7), and with a 112 

country-standardised z-score threshold of cognitive or functional score of ≤-1.  113 

Results: In 91,396 participants (mean age 66.6±7.8 years, 31% females) from seven 114 

world regions, all global regions differed significantly in estimated cognitive function 115 

(z-score differences 0.11–0.45, p<0.001) after accounting for individual-level factors, 116 

centre and study. In different regions, the proportion of trial participants with 117 

MMSE≤24 or MoCA≤25 ranged from 23–36%; the proportion below a country-118 

standardised z-score threshold of ≤1 ranged from 10–14%. The differences in 119 

prevalence of impaired IADL (SAGEA≥7) ranged from 2–6% and by country-120 

standardised thresholds from 3–6%. 121 
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Conclusions: Accounting for country-level factors reduced large differences between 122 

world regions in estimates of cognitive impairment. Measures of IADL were less 123 

variable across world regions, and could be used to better estimate dementia incidence 124 

in large studies. 125 

Introduction 126 

 Although international studies of cardiovascular disease prevention usually 127 

measure the incidence of major adverse cardiovascular events, they rarely measure 128 

functional impairments, such as cognition or the ability to perform everyday 129 

activities.1, 2 Although they are important to people, these measures of function are 130 

hard to measure and standardize internationally. International standardization of 131 

measures of function would be needed for drug approval in each country,3 although 132 

there are no generally agreed measures. 133 

 Culturally appropriate assessments designed to measure cognition or function 134 

in individual countries or regions could have internal consistency,4 but they are 135 

difficult to use at scale or to aggregate between regions. Therefore, using the same 136 

assessment tools in all countries is preferable, but requires researchers to recognize 137 

and address sources of variation in measuring test performance such as educational 138 

attainment, familiarity with testing instruments and the applicability of the functional 139 

activities assessed to different regions.5, 6 A better understanding of global variation in 140 

similar tests of cognition and function, and the sources of variation, would improve 141 

measurement, analysis, and interpretation of the results of multi-national studies of 142 

cognitive and functional impairment. 143 

 We used data from a large cohort of participants with a history of 144 

cardiovascular disease or cardiovascular risk factors, in six international randomised 145 

controlled trials (RCTs) that assessed antihypertensive, antidiabetic and 146 
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antithrombotic medications, to describe the variation in simple measures of cognition 147 

and function (activities of daily living) by world region. We then sought to determine 148 

if variation in the results of cognitive and functional tests between world regions 149 

could be explained by study, recruitment centre or individual level factors. We 150 

calculated the prevalence of significant cognitive or functional impairment in different 151 

world regions, using widely accepted thresholds for cognitive or functional tests, and 152 

explored whether country-standardization changed the differences in these estimates 153 

between world regions.  154 

 155 

Methods 156 

Population 157 

 We included participants from six large international cardiovascular 158 

prevention RCTs.7-12 Ongoing Telmisartan Alone and in Combination with Ramipril 159 

Global Endpoint Trial (ONTARGET) randomly allocated 25,620 participants with 160 

coronary artery disease, peripheral artery disease, cerebrovascular disease, or diabetes 161 

mellitus with end-organ damage to ramipril (10 mg once daily), telmisartan (80 mg 162 

once daily), or a combination of both.7 Telmisartan Randomised AssessmeNt Study in 163 

ACE iNtolerant subjects with cardiovascular Disease (TRANSCEND) randomly 164 

allocated 5,926 participants meeting the ONTARGET inclusion criteria but intolerant 165 

to ACE inhibitors to either telmisartan (80 mg once daily) or placebo.8 Outcome 166 

Reduction with an Initial Glargine Intervention (ORIGIN) randomly allocated 12,537 167 

participants over the age of 50 with cardiovascular risk factors plus impaired fasting 168 

glucose, impaired glucose tolerance, or type 2 diabetes to receive insulin glargine 169 

(with a target fasting blood glucose level of 95 mg or less per deciliter [5.3 mmol per 170 

liter]) or standard care and to receive n–3 fatty acids or placebo using a 2-by-2 171 
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factorial design.9 The Cardiovascular Outcomes for People Using Anticoagulation 172 

Strategies (COMPASS) trial randomly allocated 27,395 participants with stable 173 

atherosclerotic vascular disease to receive rivaroxaban (2.5 mg twice daily) plus 174 

aspirin (100 mg once daily), rivaroxaban (5 mg twice daily) monotherapy, or aspirin 175 

monotherapy (100 mg once daily).10 New Approach Rivaroxaban Inhibition of Factor 176 

Xa in a Global Trial versus ASA to Prevent Embolism in Embolic Stroke of 177 

Undetermined Source (NAVIGATE ESUS) randomly allocated 7,213 participants 178 

with a recent embolic stroke of presumed cardioembolic source to either rivaroxaban 179 

(15 mg once daily) or aspirin (100 mg once daily).11 The Heart Outcomes Prevention 180 

Evaluation (HOPE)–3 trial randomly allocated 12,705 participants with intermediate 181 

cardiovascular disease risk to receive rosuvastatin (10 mg once daily) or placebo and 182 

to receive a combination of candesartan/ hydrochlorothiazide (16/12.5 mg once daily) 183 

or placebo, using a 2-by-2 factorial design.12 In HOPE-3 cognitive assessments were 184 

obtained only for those 70 years and older.12 185 

Exposures 186 

We grouped countries into seven world regions: North America, Oceania and 187 

Western Europe; South America; Eastern Europe and Russia; East Asia; South Asia; 188 

Africa; and West Asia (Supplementary Table 1).13  189 

Individual participant covariates, measured as continuous variables at either 190 

the run-in or randomization visit, were: age in years, body mass index (BMI), waist 191 

circumference; systolic and diastolic blood pressure; fasting glucose; and hemoglobin 192 

A1c % measured in Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) units. We 193 

included the following binary variables (yes versus no, excluding missing or 194 

unknown) assessed at either the run-in or randomization visit: sex; regular alcohol use 195 

(drinking alcohol once or more per week); employment; history of coronary or 196 
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cerebrovascular disease (transient ischemic attack, stroke, myocardial infarction, 197 

angina, heart failure), atrial fibrillation, peripheral arterial disease, hyperlipidemia, 198 

hypertension, diabetes mellitus, other non-vascular co-morbidities (cancer, renal 199 

dysfunction, liver disease, depression) and history of fall or fracture. Education was 200 

categorized as: none or less than primary, primary or secondary, or trade 201 

school/college/university. We used the components of the EQ-5D assessment in each 202 

trial to derive information on depression and disability.14  203 

Outcomes 204 

For different world regions we presented the results of a cognitive assessment at 205 

either the run-in or randomization visit, which was performed using two cognitive 206 

tests: the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), a 30-point assessment that 207 

addresses seven different cognitive domains  (range 0-30, with higher scores meaning 208 

better cognition)15 and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), a 30-point 209 

assessment that addresses seven different cognitive domains (range 0-30, with higher 210 

scores meaning better cognition). For the MoCA test an additional point is granted to 211 

individuals with 12 or fewer years of education. The MMSE was performed in the 212 

ORIGIN, TRANSCEND and ONTARGET trials,7-9 while MoCA was performed in 213 

HOPE-3, COMPASS and NAVIGATE ESUS.10-12 The short version of the MoCA 214 

test (maximum score of 12) was completed in HOPE-3, and in our analyses was 215 

normalized it to a 30-point scale to allow comparison with other studies.16, 17 In a 216 

subset of trials, we measured the Standardised Assessment of Everyday Global 217 

Activities (SAGEA), a 15-item patient-reported outcome measure developed to 218 

measure functional status (basic, instrumental, and cognitive activities of daily living) 219 

in patients with vascular disease (range 0-45, with higher scores denoting worse 220 
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function).18 The individual items and scoring for the SAGEA is outlined in the 221 

Appendix. All tests were administered in the language of participants. 222 

Statistical analysis 223 

 Participants with cognitive or functional assessment available either at run-in 224 

or randomization visits were included in the analyses. To account for differences in 225 

the study populations we standardised cognitive and functional test scores to the 226 

population of each study (study-standardised) or the country’s population (country-227 

standardised). Each participant’s raw score was subtracted from the study’s or 228 

country’s specific mean score, and the difference was then divided by the study’s or 229 

country’s specific baseline standard deviation (SD), respectively. Given the 230 

comparability in z-scores by age between MMSE and MoCA (Supplementary Figure 231 

1),19 we pooled the standardised z-scores of these two tests. 232 

 We then constructed multilevel mixed-effects models using the study-233 

standardised or country-standardised test scores as the dependent variable, the 234 

baseline participant covariates as fixed-effects modifiers and the recruiting centre as a 235 

random-effects modifier (allowing testing of between centre heterogeneity). In the 236 

unadjusted model we provide the crude estimates; in the age-sex-adjusted model we 237 

adjust only for the individual’s age and sex and in the maximally-adjusted model we 238 

adjust for the individual’s age, sex, education, BMI, history of cardiovascular disease, 239 

history of cardiovascular risk factors, history of non-cardiovascular diseases and 240 

baseline blood pressure. We used the North America, Oceania and Western Europe 241 

group as reference, since cognitive and functional tests were developed in countries 242 

from these geographical regions, and present the unadjusted and adjusted mean 243 

differences and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (95%CI) for other world 244 

regions. 245 
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 We estimated the prevalence of cognitive impairment in different world 246 

regions with absolute score thresholds for the MMSE (≤24 points) or MoCA (≤25 247 

points),20, 21 and with a threshold for the study- and country-standardised scores that 248 

corresponds to the thresholds of MMSE (24 points or less) or MoCA (25 points or 249 

less) in the North America, Oceania and Western Europe group (z≤1.0).22 We then 250 

applied this z-score threshold to the other world regions. The same approach was used 251 

to estimate the prevalence of functional impairment in different world regions with 252 

the absolute threshold of 7 or more points in the SAGEA score,18 and then applied the 253 

respective z-score threshold for a score of 7 to study- or country-standardised 254 

distributions from the other world regions. We calculated the intraclass correlation 255 

coefficient (ICC), the proportion of variation within clusters (world regions) over the 256 

total variation, for each analysis to estimate the variation of cognitive or functional 257 

impairment between the different world regions. The chi-square test was used to test 258 

the homogeneity of intraclass correlations. 259 

Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations, and Patient Consents 260 

The present work is a post-hoc analysis of previously published randomized 261 

controlled clinical trials coordinated by the Population Health Research Institute and 262 

was exempt from ethics review board approval. For the collection of data in original 263 

studies, informed consent was obtained by primary investigators. 264 

Results 265 

 We analyzed data from 91,396 participants in six RCTs from 55 countries 266 

recruited between 2001 and 2017 in seven world regions (Supplementary Table 1): 267 

North America, Oceania, and Western Europe (39,668); South America (17,923); 268 

Eastern Europe and Russia (13,433); East Asia (11,667); South Asia (5,146); Africa 269 

(2,273) and West Asia (1,286). Participants had a mean age of 66.6 years (SD 7.8), 270 
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and 31% were females. Few participants were smokers (17%) or regularly used 271 

alcohol (25%). Most participants were educated to primary or secondary level (54%), 272 

39% to higher technical level and 3% had no or less than primary education. Almost a 273 

third of participants were employed at study enrolment, 18% had self-reported 274 

depression and 9% had self-reported disability based on the EQ-5D questionnaire 275 

assessment. More than 90% of the participants had at least one cardiovascular risk 276 

factor and 69% had a history of one or more cardiovascular diseases (Supplementary 277 

Table 2). Additional participant and country characteristics are provided in 278 

Supplementary Table 3. 279 

 Participants’ baseline characteristics demonstrating the greatest variability 280 

included alcohol consumption (ranging from 12% in South Asia to 30% in North 281 

America, Oceania and Western Europe), self-reported depression (ranging from 12% 282 

in Africa to 24% in South America)  and  self-reported disability (ranging from 3% in 283 

East Asia to 18% in South Asia ). The prevalence of cardiovascular disease 284 

comorbidity at baseline study assessment also varied between the different world 285 

regions (Supplementary Table 2).  286 

 Study-standardised cognitive test scores were lower in people who were older 287 

in all world regions except Africa, with large differences between regions (Figure 288 

1A). However, when cognitive scores were standardised to country, older people had 289 

consistently lower cognitive scores in all regions, and the variation in z-scores 290 

between regions was attenuated (Figure 1B). 291 

 Cognitive test z-scores standardised for study (adjusted for individual 292 

characteristics and centre from which they were recruited), were significantly lower in 293 

world regions (p<0.001 for all regions) compared with North America, Oceania and 294 

Western Europe (greatest difference for South America z-score mean difference -0.45 295 
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[95% CI: -0.51 to -0.40]). Standardizing the cognitive test scores for country 296 

(adjusting for individual characteristics and centre) reduced variation between world 297 

regions. South America, Eastern Europe and Russia, East Asia, Africa and West Asia 298 

had modest differences (all z-score mean difference >-0.1, p>0.05) from North 299 

America, Oceania and Western Europe, although the difference was slightly greater 300 

for South Asia (z-score mean difference: -0.12, 95%CI: -0.22 to -0.02; Figure 2, 301 

Supplementary Table 4).  302 

 Widely used absolute thresholds for MMSE (≤24 points) or MOCA (≤25 303 

points) classified 27% of the overall population with cognitive impairment, with 304 

proportions ranging from 23% in North America, Oceania and Western Europe to 305 

36% in South America and West Asia (ICC=0.032, χ
2=1787). Using the 306 

corresponding absolute values z-score threshold of -1.0 (Supplementary Table 5) in 307 

study-standardised (not shown) and country standardized cognitive scores led to a 308 

lower proportion of participants in each region classified with cognitive impairment 309 

(Figure 3). 310 

The study-standardized functional SAGEA scores (adjusted for individual 311 

characteristics and centre) were lower in Africa (z-score mean difference: -0.32, 312 

95%CI: -0.59 to -0.05) and West Asia (-0.41, 95%CI: -0.63 to -0.19), and higher in 313 

East Asia (+0.23, 95%CI: 0.15 to 0.32) compared with North America, Oceania and 314 

Western Europe. However, after country standardization (and adjusting for individual 315 

characteristics and centre), there were no large or significant differences in SAGEA 316 

scores between world regions (all z-score mean differences ≤0.18, p>0.05; Figure 2 & 317 

Supplementary Table 4).  318 

 With a threshold ≥7 points in SAGEA score, 4% of the population was 319 

classified with functional impairment, with prevalence rates between regions from 2 320 
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to 7% (ICC=0.028, χ2 =89). A z-score of -1.0 in study-standardised distributions and 321 

country-standardised distributions resulted in 3% (range 2-6%, ICC=0.024, χ2=191) 322 

and 4% (range 2-4%, ICC=0.0007, χ2=41) prevalence rates of functional impairment, 323 

respectively (Figure 4). 324 

Discussion 325 

 We found that cognitive and functional test scores in RCT cohorts varied 326 

widely across world regions. The difference in cognitive test performance was large 327 

in comparison to difference in measures of activities of daily living. 328 

 These differences in cognitive test scores attenuated modestly after adjusting 329 

for individual level factors, or randomisation centre, a surrogate for the socio-330 

economic status of the area. However, when standardising for country, the differences 331 

attenuated substantially, suggesting that unmeasured country-level factors accounted 332 

for much of the difference in test performance. Better measurement of educational 333 

experience and literacy could further reduce differences in cognitive test performance. 334 

Our results are in accordance with previous literature suggesting that there is 335 

substantial variation in cognitive test performance between different world regions.4, 6, 
336 

13 The variability in cognitive test performance between different world regions has 337 

previously been associated with modifiable and non-modifiable individual-level 338 

factors,23-27 and the socio-economic status of the area of residence for an individual.28-
339 

31  340 

 The prevalence of cognitive impairment using widely accepted absolute 341 

cognitive score thresholds was very large, suggesting factors related to test 342 

performance rather than cognitive impairment were responsible for these differences 343 

and questioning the suitability of these thresholds for population-based studies. This 344 

problem has been identified previously in population-based studies.32 In Sweden, a 345 
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MoCA threshold of 25 points or less classified 37.3% of the population as cognitively 346 

impaired.33 A systematic review and meta-analysis of the cross-cultural applicability 347 

of MoCA screening for mild cognitive impairment found a wide range of suggested 348 

cut-offs both across countries and within regions.34 For example, the cut-off scores of 349 

the MoCA were different for five Chinese versions, ranging between 23 and 25 for 350 

mild cognitive impairment and between 19 and 24 for dementia.35 
351 

 In our study, functional measurement showed less variation by region and 352 

demonstrate that the use of measures of activities of daily living along with cognitive 353 

scores could be used to support a diagnosis of significant cognitive impairment in 354 

international studies. Functional measures showed much less regional variation in 355 

scores than measures of cognition even before taking into account individual, centres 356 

or country-level factors. Tests that use functional measures to measure impairment, 357 

although less sensitive might be more consistent between world regions. 358 

 Our study had a number of limitations. We analyzed cognitive and functional 359 

assessment scores from participants recruited in international large-scale RCTs of 360 

cardiovascular interventions. Although these trials were performed in multiple 361 

countries and centres around the world, resulting in a multi-ethnic and culturally 362 

diverse population, these participants were not representative of their country 363 

populations, and our findings are only relevant for trials population. Individuals who 364 

agree to participate in RCTs can be very different from the general population on 365 

factors beyond the overt inclusion/exclusion criteria. There were substantial 366 

differences in the total number of individuals from each of the world regions, leading 367 

to increased uncertainty and less precise fit of statistical models for the regions with 368 

fewest participants (i.e. West Asia, Africa). Additionally, the number of countries 369 

included in each world region differed, e.g. only one country was included for Africa 370 
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group and 20 countries were included for North America, Oceania and Western 371 

Europe group (Supplementary Table 1). Finally, there was no clinical diagnosis of 372 

dementia or mild cognitive impairment, although all patients were able to consent, 373 

and none had recorded dementia at baseline.36 374 

 The impact of differences on the performance of cognitive tests, which were 375 

developed in high-income countries, creates challenges for harmonized studies of 376 

cognitive decline prevention in different world regions.37 Universal cut-offs for 377 

cognitive decline may lead to erroneous conclusions about an individual’s cognitive 378 

ability and pose barriers in the interpretation and collation of the results from these 379 

tests in international studies.38 New tests could be developed for each country, 380 

although this increases study cost and complexity. Future studies using the same test 381 

around the world could standardise cognitive score by country, and consider using in 382 

addition measures of instrumental and basic activities of daily living, where there is 383 

less variation across world regions. 384 

  385 
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Figure 1. Fitting splines on the association between individual’s age and (A) study-standardised or 

(B) country-standardised cognitive scores by different world regions. Box plot illustrate the median, 

interquartile range and range of scores in the whole study population. 

         

(STD: standardised; NA: North America; SA: South America; EE: Eastern Europe; EAsia: East Asia; 

SAsia: South Asia; W.Asia: West Asia) 

 

 

Figure 2. Mean differences in study-standardised or country-standardised baseline cognitive and 

functional test scores between the North America, Oceania and Western Europe group and other 

world regions, adjusted for individual participant characteristics and centre of recruitment.  

 

(SAGEA: Standardised Assessment of Global activities in the Elderly; NA: North America; SA: 

South America; EE: Eastern Europe; EAsia: East Asia; SAsia: South Asia; W.Asia: West Asia) 

 

Figure 3.  Estimated prevalence of cognitive impairment in different word regions using absolute 

(MMSE ≤24) or MOCA ≤25) or relative thresholds (z-score≤-1.0) based on the study-standardised 

or country-standardised mean cognitive test scores. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) is the 

proportion variance within clusters over the total variance. (NA: North America; SA: South America; 

EE: Eastern Europe; EAsia: East Asia; SAsia: South Asia; W.Asia: West Asia) 

 

 

Figure 4.  Estimated prevalence of functional impairment in different word regions using absolute 

(SAGE ≥7) or relative thresholds (z-score≤-1.0) based on the study-standardised or country-

standardised mean functional test scores. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) is the proportion 

variance within clusters over the total variance. (NA: North America; SA: South America; EE: 

Eastern Europe; EAsia: East Asia; SAsia: South Asia; W.Asia: West Asia) 
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